
Physics 2C
Lecture 21

"More than 50 years ago, Austrian researcher Ivo Kohler gave 
people goggles thats severely distorted their vision: The lenses 
turned the world upside down.  After several weeks, subjects 
adjusted--their vision was still tweaked, but their brains were 

processing the images so they'd appear normal.  In fact, when 
people took the glasses off at the end of the trial, everything 

seemed to move and distort in the opposite way."
--Sunny Bains



Refracting Surfaces
In addition to getting images formed by 
reflective surfaces, you can also get images 
formed by refractive surfaces.
The equation relating 
the two distances l 
and l’ will be:

where l is the distance 
from the object and 
the surface and l’ is 
between the image and 
the surface.
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Refracting Surfaces
If the refracting surface is flat, then R is 
infinite.

Then we get:

The image is virtual.

The image forms between 
the object and the 
surface.

The rays bend away from 
the normal since n1 > n2. l
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Refracting Media
A small fish is 
swimming at a depth 
d below the surface 
of a pond.

So, to the observer 
the fish appears to 
be closer to the 
surface but still in 
the water.

The image is virtual.

l’



Refracting Media
Refractive media lead 
directly to the way to 
construct lenses to 
see various things:
This is the Lensmakers formula.
For a very distant object (say an object at 
infinity), the eye flattens the lens in order to 
increase the focal length.
For a very near object, the eye curves the lens 
in order to decrease the focal length.
The near point of the eye is the closest distance 
for which the eye can focus light on the retina.



The Eye
When you are young this is a small distance 
(<25cm) but it increases as you get older.
We say that a person with normal vision has 
a near point of 25cm.
The far point of the eye is the largest 
distance for which the eye can focus light on 
the retina.
We say that a person with normal vision has 
a far point of infinity.
This means that the eye can take parallel 
light rays and focus them on the retina.



Nearsighted
But some eyes may have trouble focusing these 
parallel light rays, this is known as being 
nearsighted.
Nearsightedness, also known as myopia, means 
the person can focus on nearby objects but not 
those far away.



Nearsighted
A diverging lens can be used to correct the 
condition.
The lens refracts the rays away from the 
principle axis before they enter the eye.
This makes it appear to the eye that the object 
originated in front of the far point and allows 
the rays to focus on the retina.



Myopia prescription

“myopia”
(Source: Cathy Haglund)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/haglundc/4736600901/



Hyperopic prescription

“Reading Glasses”
(Source: ugod/Martin)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ugod/4656593711/



Combination of Thin Lenses
When two lenses are placed next to each other 
the light rays from the object will enter one lens 
then the other.

The image produced by the first lens is calculated 
as though the second lens is not present.

The light then approaches the second lens as if it 
had come from the image of the first lens.

The image of the first lens is treated as the 
object of the second lens!!!!!

The image formed by the second lens is the final 
image of the system.



Combination of Thin Lenses
If the image formed by the first lens lies on the 
back side of the second lens, then the image is 
treated as a virtual object for the second lens.

This means that the object distance, l, will be a 
negative value.

In a two lens system, there will be a 
magnification caused by the first lens, M1, and a 
magnification caused by the second lens, M2.

The overall magnification, MTot, is the product of 
the magnification of the separate lenses.

€ 

MTot = M1 ×M2



Two-lens system

“Refractando láser”
(Source: Edgar Rubio Rodilla)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/khosu/3595440699/



Contact lenses

“Me & my contact lens”
(Source: Gregorio Parvus/Roger)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/gregorioparvus/2268649685/



Glasses

“Eye Study #1”
(Source: Tim Samoff)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/timsamoff/406716708/



Two-Step Model

object 1 Lens 1 image 1→ →

object 2 image 2→ →Lens 2

(l1) (l’1)

(l2) (l’2)

(f1)

(f2)



l2 = s – l’1 
Transfer Equation

image 1object 2

lens 1 to lens 2 distance

l2 = – l’1 
s = 0 for contacts/eyes,

∴



Two Lens System
Example
Two converging lenses with focal lengths of 
40 cm and 20 cm are placed 10 cm apart.  A 
2.0 cm tall object is located 15 cm from the 
40 cm focal length lens as shown in the 
figure.  Fully describe the resulting image.

Answer
The center of the first lens is our origin.

Object

f1=40cm f2=20cm

10cm

15cm

2cm



Thin Lens Equation
Answer
First, turn to the thin lens equation for the first lens:

where the negative sign means that the image is on 
the same side of the lens as the object (the left).
The magnification of the object from the first lens will 
be:
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Thin Lens EquationAnswer
Next, turn to the thin lens equation for the second lens.
But now the object distance will be the distance from 
the image of the first lens to the second lens.
Since the image is 24 cm to the left of the first lens and 
the two lenses are 10 cm apart, this means that object 
distance to the second lens is 34 cm (l2 = s - l’1).

The final image is to the right of the second lens.
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Thin Lens Equation
Answer
The magnification of the object 
from the second lens will be:
The total magnification 
of the object through 
the two lens system 
will be:

€ 

MTot = M1 ×M2 = 1.6( ) × −1.43( ) = −2.3
So, the resulting image will be:
Magnified compared to the original object (MTot = -2.3).
A height of (2.3 x 2.0cm) = 4.6cm.
Inverted compared to the original object (MTot = -2.3).
Real (l’ = +48.6cm).
Located (48.6 cm + 25 cm) ≈ 74 cm from the original object. 
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Ray Diagrams

Ray 1: parallel.

Ray 2: through the 
center of the lens.

Ray 3: through near 
focal point.

Image is upright, 
magnified and virtual.

ObjectN F

Image

Draw a ray diagram for 
the first lens (ignore 
the second lens here).



Ray Diagrams

Ray 1: parallel.

Ray 2: through the 
center of the lens.

Ray 3: through near 
focal point.

Final image is upside 
down, magnified and 
real.

Object N F

Image

Draw a ray diagram for 
the second lens (ignore 
the first lens here).

Object



Simple Magnifier
Probably the simplest optical system is a single 
converging lens which is also called a simple 
magnifier.
This will magnify the image compared to the 
original object.
When the object is 
placed just in front 
of the focal point 
of a converging 
lens, the lens forms 
a virtual, upright, 
and enlarged image. l



Simple Magnifier
Angular magnification 
is defined as:

The angular magnification 
is at a maximum when 
the image formed by the 
lens is at the near point 
of the eye (l’ = -25cm).

Because of this we find 
the magnification to be:
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“I’m Squishing Your Head!”
(Source: Operators Are Standing By)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/theta444/60500549/

Angular size θ



Angular magnification M

“Viewing a piece of coral”
(Source: Harri Haataja)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/xtl/3005310511/



Angular Magnification

M = 
f

(25 cm)
[cm]

normal NP
magnifier

> +1: enlarged
M

< +1: diminished

ratio of angular sizes θmagnifier

θNP



Compound Microscope
The goal is to place the image from the objective 
lens just inside the near focal point for the 
eyepiece.
This creates a final virtual image that is inverted 
and very much enlarged compared to the original 
object.

You will use 
the same 
approach for 
this as you 
did two lens 
systems.

i1! !!



Compound Microscope
A compound microscope consists of two lenses 
separated by a distance L.
It gives greater magnification than a single lens.
The lens closest to the object is labeled the 
objective lens and the lens closest to the eye is 
labeled the eyepiece.
The 
objective 
lens has a 
short focal 
length to 
produce a 
real image.

i1! !!



Microscope

“Microscopio de tres cuerpos para las observaciones simultáneas”
(Source: Biblioteca, Universidad de Sevilla)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/fdctsevilla/4052593758/



Microscope: objective

“Objetivo 10x Leica”
(Source: Carlos Rosas)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/scalibur001/2043559437/



Microscope: eyepiece(s)

“Microscope”
(Source: gonzales2010)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/gonzales2010/8632116/



Ray tracing

Microscope ray tracing
Objective

Eyepiece

?1

Ray tracing ?2



Telescopes

2) Reflection: Those telescopes 
that use a curved mirror and a 
lens to form an image.
Whichever type they are, they 
still use the basic principle that 
the image of the first optical 
element becomes the object of 
the second optical element.

There are many varieties of telescopes but they 
can be broken down into two types:
1) Refraction: Those telescopes that use 
combinations of lenses to form an image.



Telescope 
“Microscopio de tres cuerpos para las observaciones simultáneas”

(Source: Biblioteca, Universidad de Sevilla)
http://www.flickr.com/photos/fdctsevilla/4052593758/



Lick Observatory 36” diameter refracting lens, Mt. Hamilton, CA
(Source: Mary Lea Shane Archives, Lick Observatory)

http://www.ucolick.org/public/telescopes/36-inch.html

Telescope: objective



“My next telephoto lens (in my dreams!!!)”
(Source: John Krzesinski)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/johnkay/4072971791/

Telescope: eyepiece



Telescope ray tracing
Objective

Eyepiece
Ray tracing ?2

Ray tracing ?1



For Next Time (FNT)

Start reading Chapter 35

Start working on the homework 
for Chapter 35


